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Developing GIS Maps for U.S. Cities in 1930 and 1940 14 

Urban historians and historical geographers have a long tradition of mapping demographic data 15 
to study residential patterns, the assimilation or segregation of immigrants and minorities, and 16 

processes of neighborhood change, despite the difficulty of working from printed or microfilm 17 
copies of city directories and census manuscripts and drawing maps by hand.  Dubois’ study of 18 
Philadelphia was one of the earliest research of this type, including a detailed survey of the 19 
predominantly black Seventh Ward to depict the patchwork of poorer and more well to do 20 
blocks.[1] The early Chicago School sociologists used census data and data from many other 21 

sources to map the social characteristics of Chicago neighborhoods in the 1920s and 1930s.  22 
Radford (1976) plotted locations of black and white residents in 1880 in Charleston, 23 
distinguishing between those residing on streets, in backyards, and on alleys.[2]  Rabinowitz 24 
(1978) mapped the streets block by block in four Southern cities to show the degree of racial 25 

segregation.[3]  Groves and Muller (1975) similarly studied black residential concentrations in 26 
post-bellum Washington, DC.[4] Others have focused on white ethnic residential patterns in 27 

cities such as New York [5] and Detroit [6].   28 

Historical GIS methods have combined with the digitization of census data from the late 19th and 29 

early 20th Centuries to unleash new possibilities for such research. This chapter focuses on 30 
methods that exploit digital databases and computerized mapping software to tackle similar 31 
issues.  Such efforts have become widespread in recent years [7-14].  In the United States, census 32 

records for 100% samples of individuals are being made available in harmonized data files for 33 
several decades leading up to and including 1940 by the Minnesota Population Center 34 

(https://www.nappdata.org/napp/).  This means that data can be aggregated easily into 35 
enumeration districts (areas smaller than contemporary census tracts) for any variables that were 36 
included in each census year.  GIS maps are not readily available, but the materials required to 37 

create them (paper maps held by the National Archives, street maps for cities in various years, 38 

and written descriptions of enumeration district boundaries) are attainable.   39 

In this chapter we begin by reviewing some recent analyses from the Urban Transition HGIS 40 

Project (www.s4.brown.edu/UTP) for the period 1880-1940 to illustrate the kinds of analysis that 41 

are now possible with mapped 100% samples of the census.  We then deal with the concrete 42 

questions of how this kind of historical urban research is done – how to move from paper maps 43 

to GIS files that reflect a historically accurate street grid, how to determine the boundaries of 44 
census administrative areas, and how to transfer census data from computer files to the locations 45 
of specific addresses in a city.  How is it possible to geocode the residences of virtually all the 46 
households in a city many decades ago?  Some guidance is already available based on studies of 47 
39 U.S. cities in 1880 [15] and 13 cities in the period 1830-1930 [16].  Here we describe in detail 48 

how we plan to develop a GIS database for 69 cities in 1930 and 1940. 49 

Approaches to mapped data in the Urban Transition Project 50 

We begin with a description of the Urban Transition Project.  The initial step was to use the 51 
100% samples from the 1880 census from the North Atlantic Population Project (NAPP) to map 52 
population characteristics in 39 U.S. cities.  Relying primarily on city directories to provide 53 
address ranges on city streets, all addresses were geocoded, making available spatial information 54 
at a very fine level of resolution.  One analysis relied primarily on aggregating population data to 55 
enumeration districts in order to study variations in the degree of residential segregation of white 56 
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ethnic groups in cities, and therefore it included all cities identified by the Census Bureau in 57 

1880 [9].  The geocoded data were used to probe the relationship between an ethnic group’s 58 
occupational pattern and residential location.  A case that we gave special attention to is Buffalo, 59 
NY.  Here as in many cities the most segregated ethnic group in was German.  But Germans 60 

were also highly over-represented in several occupations (sawmills, wood products, and furniture 61 
making), while being under-represented in others (paper, printing, and publishing.  The question 62 
was this: to what extent did occupational segregation contribute to residential segregation?  The 63 
conclusion was that this effect was modest.  Regardless of occupational sector, most Germans 64 
were located in a dense enclave east of the city center, while native whites were more widely 65 

spread closer to the waterfront.  One strong concentration of German sawmill workers in an area 66 

north of the city included almost no native whites in the same industry.  67 

Another study exploited data from 1880 in conjunction with similar data from 1900 through 68 

1940 for two cities, New York and Chicago.[17]  Here we began with the question of when the 69 

black population first became highly residentially segregated.  We also asked why blacks lived in 70 
residential clusters – was it mainly due to sorting by race, or did other factors such as 71 
occupational standing or migrant status (Southern vs. local birthplace) contribute to their 72 
separation?  In this study more extensive use was made of the flexibility in spatial scale that was 73 

provided by having data geocoded to specific building locations in 1880.  We compared 74 
segregation at the level of city wards (the scale at which census data have previously been easily 75 

available), census tracts, enumeration districts, and smaller areas such as specific street segments 76 
or even individual buildings.  One conclusion was that already at this time, when less than 5% of 77 
city residents were black, they were highly segregated by building and street segment.  Further, 78 

at no spatial scale was their residential concentration attributable to the fact that they were 79 
predominantly working class, and there were only small differences between Southern migrants 80 

and local blacks.  These findings suggest that the origins of black ghettoization were already in 81 

place before the turn of the century, decades before the Great Migration that many scholars have 82 

considered to be the source of ghettoization in Northern cities.  Maps of the location of the black 83 
population were used to chart their movement and the expansion of existing black clusters over 84 

time.  These provided a useful supplement to summary measures of segregation that documented 85 

the trend of increasing separation. 86 

A third study expanded this analysis to ten major Northeastern and Midwestern cities for the 87 
period 1880-1930.[18]  The microdata were drawn from the on-line index of all residents created 88 

by Ancestry.com for the decades 1900-1930 (these data will soon be in the public domain 89 
through the Minnesota Population Center).  Maps were drawn for enumeration districts based on 90 
paper maps for each of these decades held by the National Archives.  Segregation indices 91 
calculated from the aggregated microdata confirmed that in all but one of them the Index of 92 

Dissimilarity had reached the “very high” threshold of .60 by 1900 and was above .80 in four of 93 
them by that time.  Maps for every city are included in the on-line appendix to this chapter and 94 
they show that in most cases the location of the eventual large black ghetto was already evident 95 

in 1880 or 1900.  In this instance the mapped data serve as a supplement to conclusions reached 96 

from a non-spatial analysis of small area statistics.  97 

The Urban Transition Project: 1930-1940 98 

The public release of census records from 1930 and 1940 has created new opportunities for 99 
spatial analysis of population data from this time.  The United States had recently become a 100 
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predominantly urban nation.  The massive waves of international migrants had been interrupted 101 

by legislation in the early 1920s, and both the first and second generations of immigrants from 102 
Southern and Eastern Europe were establishing their place in cities.  At the same time new 103 
migrant flows included African Americans’ great migration from the South to Northern cities as 104 

well as Puerto Ricans heading in large numbers to cities like New York and Chicago.  Data from 105 
the last two pre-World War II censuses provide rich new opportunities to study these groups’ 106 
incorporation in urban America.  The Urban Transition Historical GIS Project at Brown 107 
University seeks to add spatial information to the 100% sample of individual records that have 108 
been made available by the Minnesota Population Center’s (MPC) ongoing Integrated Public 109 

Use Microdata (IPUMS) program.  It will then be possible to aggregate data to neighborhoods at 110 
varying spatial scales in order to study processes of segregation, and neighborhood data can be 111 
combined with individual records to support multilevel analyses.  In the longer term it appears 112 
that the methods used to create the 1880 and 1930-1940 street maps and geocoding can be 113 

applied to additional intermediate census years.  It may be possible to have a complete mapped 114 

data set for many major cities that includes 1880 and every decade from 1900 through 1940. 115 

Achieving this purpose requires an extensive mapping effort.  Thanks to MPC’s National 116 
Historical GIS Project (NHGIS) there already exists a 1940 tract map for those large cities where 117 

the Census Bureau had already defined census tracts.  However these maps do not include the 118 
historical street grid, and they are of limited use for adding features at a finer spatial scale 119 

(enumeration districts, census blocks and street segments).  The Urban Transition HGIS aims to 120 
create an accurate 1940 street grid for the largest 69 cities in the country, create new layers to 121 
represent enumeration districts (EDs) and blocks in both 1930 and 1940, and geocode the 122 

addresses of all households in these cities in both years.  Figure 1 maps the cities.  Even without 123 
the city names it is clear that they are most concentrated in the Northeast.  But the Midwest and 124 

South are well represented, and major cities in the more sparsely populated West (such as San 125 

Francisco, Los Angeles, Denver, Dallas, and Houston) are also included.  126 
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 127 

Figure 1. Location of Cities in the 1930-1940 Mapping Project (n = 69) 128 

These are ambitious goals, but they are feasible through a series of steps that take advantage of 129 
several different sources of information.  We treat the project as a complex puzzle.  There is no 130 

single source that provides all the necessary information, but there are ways to piece together bits 131 
of data from different sources to complete the puzzle.  This chapter describes these steps in some 132 

detail.  The purpose is partly to document the procedures for future users of the data, pointing out 133 
potential sources of error.  We also hope that they will prove useful to other HGIS projects with 134 

similar goals.  Other projects will have different information sources and different challenges in 135 

combining them, but they are likely to proceed through many similar steps. 136 

Figure 2 summarizes the approach as a “recipe” for mapping and geocoding these cities.  There 137 
were many useful sources of information from the Minnesota Population Center (MPC), its 138 
National Historical GIS Project (NHGIS), the Census Bureau, and search tools provided by a 139 

genealogy website (www.SteveMorse.org). 140 
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Ingredients:

Combine and stir

Construct an ESRI address locator for 1930 and 1940

Figure 2. RECIPE: 1930-1940 GIS Maps and Geocoding of 69 Cities

Standardize street names across all sources

2012 GIS maps with current address ranges (Census Tiger files)

1930 100% microdata with address, ED and block ID (Ancestry/MPC)

1940 100% microdata with address and ED (Ancestry/MPC)

1940 street map of cities showing census block IDs (Census)

1940 tract GIS map of tracted cities (NHGIS)

1940 ED and block definition documentation (Census)

Crosswalk linking 1930 and 1940 EDs (StevenMorse.org)

Digitized list of streets by ED (StevenMorse.org)

Prepare the ingredients

Digitize and edit block definition documents

Run 1930 and 1940 addresses of all city residents through the ESRI geocoder

Document and serve to public through a web-based mapping system

Edit 2012 shape files to match the 1940 street maps

Fill in missing street names and house numbers

Combine sources to create 1940 ED and block polygons

Compare address ranges within blocks for 1930 and 2012 to label many 1930 blocks

Confirm/edit 1930 blocks and derive a full address range every block

Apply the 1930 address ranges to the 1940 street and block map

 141 

We initially planned only to map cities in 1940. We had broken the problem down into quasi-142 

independent components: 1) to create a 1940 street grid, 2) to develop a standardized list of street 143 
names, 3) to create polygons for physical blocks, census blocks, and EDs, 4) to organize and 144 
clean the geographic information in the census microdata, and 5) to array addresses along each 145 
street (geocoding).  The last step could only be approximate: we could place residents on the 146 

right street and within the right ED, but we could only guess at the address range for each 147 

segment along that street within the ED.  We didn’t know which block they lived on. 148 

We solved this problem by extending the project to 1930.  The 1930 microdata include an extra 149 
piece of information that was not transcribed for 1940: the residents’ block number.  But there 150 
was less documentation for mapping in 1930, not even a paper map showing the location of 151 

blocks in any standardized form.  So we knew people’s block number but we didn’t know the 152 
block’s location.  We describe below how we combined sources to overcome this obstacle.  153 
When we had mapped the 1930 blocks, we could geocode addresses with great accuracy.  And 154 

having done this for 1930, we could then apply it to 1940.  155 
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Though we were led to 1930 for methodological reasons, having another decade of spatially 156 

referenced population data has important substantive consequences.  First, it will be possible to 157 
ask how the composition of any given area, at any spatial scale, changed from 1930 to 1940 and 158 
what 1930 characteristics of the area might be considered to be predictors of change.  Second, 159 

given the elapsed time of only one decade, it should be possible to link data for individuals from 160 
1930, to ask who moved and where they moved, and to distinguish between residents of the area 161 

in 1940 who already lived there in 1930 from those who moved there post-1930. 162 

The following sections describe each of the components of the mapping effort, including details 163 
on the sources that are used in each one.  We draw examples from the city of Chicago, the city 164 
that we used to develop these procedures.  At the time of publication of this book, the mapping 165 

process will still be underway.  Additionally most likely we will have uncovered new problems 166 
or developed more effective solutions.  Hence this chapter is more a report of a project in 167 

progress than its final documentation. 168 

The 1940 street grid 169 

The Census Bureau published street maps of major cities in 1940 as part of a series of 170 

publications that reported block-level data for each city [19].   The map of a portion of Chicago 171 
is shown in the left panel of Figure 3.  Note that it identifies boundaries of census tracts and 172 

block numbers of blocks within tracts, but it does not identify enumeration districts (EDs) – 173 
combinations of blocks that are typically smaller than a tract.  In principle an accurate 1940 174 
street grid with a tract and block layer could be created through manual editing of a 175 

contemporary GIS street map of a city (from TIGER line files as shown in the right hand panel), 176 

using the 1940 map images as a reference.   177 

  

Figure 3. A 1940 block map produced by the Census Bureau (on left) and the 2012 GIS street grid (on right) 178 
for a portion of Chicago 179 

The first step in linking these maps is to scan the 1940 map, add it as a layer on the 2012 map, 180 
and georeference it.  Georeferencing involves identifying some points (typically intersections of 181 
major streets) on the scanned map that are known to be the same on the GIS map. After 182 

georeferencing the relationship between features in each layer is clear even when looking at them 183 
side by side, as in Figure 3. When available in color with one layer superimposed on the other, it 184 
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is evident that most streets line up very well even though it is not possible to create an exact 185 

correspondence.  Differences between the layers are also easy to see:  2012 streets that did not 186 
exist in 1940, 1940 streets that are missing in 2012, and the same street with a different name in 187 
the two years.  In this section of Chicago, for example, West Lutz Place and West Weed Street 188 

are found in the upper left quadrant of the 2012 map but not in the 1940 map.  West Blackhawk 189 

extends on both sides of Clybourne in 1940 but only on its west side in 2012. 190 

Editing the contemporary map backwards to match the 1940 street grid was time consuming.  191 
Fortunately it could be completed by undergraduate student research assistants with little 192 
training.  The editing process preserved information about street segments, such as directionality 193 
and address ranges in 2012.  The most frequent change was to remove a 2012 street ((including 194 

highways and their associated on and off ramps) that did not exist in 1940.  In cases of a name 195 
change, we adopted the name shown on the 1940 map. Where a name was missing on the 1940 196 

map (e.g., several short north-south streets in the southwest quadrant of Figure 3), we initially 197 

applied the 2012 name, which had to be confirmed in a later step.  But note that in some of these 198 
cases the street was also missing from the 2012 map and the name had to be found in another 199 
way.  The 1930 and 1940 microdata (searching within EDs) provided candidate names, for 200 

example.  201 

Though not shown in Figure 3, the edited 1940 street grid includes other features that are often 202 
used to define administrative boundaries, such as the city limits, railroads, and rivers.  These 203 
were assigned the names that were found on the original 1940 census map and treated as though 204 

they were street segments.  205 

The standardized street list  206 

A key concern in creating the 1940 street grid was to maintain standardized street names.  This is 207 

essential because we collate information from several data sources, and the street names (their 208 
spelling or misspelling and the abbreviations used) vary greatly across sources. Is it East 5 St, E 209 
Fifth St, or East 5th Street?  Was there an S Boardway St in Chicago in 1940?  If we change 210 

Boardway to Broadway should the full street name be written as S Broadway, S Broadway St., 211 
So Broadway Street, or some other variation?  Different sources often follow different formats.  212 

Uniformity is essential.  Achieving it requires procedures that are sometimes referred to as data 213 

mining – in cases where the name is nearly unrecognizable (e.g., Bdrwy), we must make an 214 
informed inference about the name based not only on the sequence of characters in the name, but 215 

also on its location in the city (by ED or tract), which limits the choice set. 216 

We relied on three main sources in order to create a standardized street list.  All three sources are 217 

available in digital form.   218 

1.  Street names from 1930 and 1940 microdata.  The transcription of street names by 219 

Ancestry.com includes many potential spellings of the same name.  However these are the streets 220 
that must be on the GIS map in order to geocode residents.  The 1930 and 1940 files both 221 
identify the ED within which people living on a given street may be found, and we created lists 222 
of street names by ED.  Because street names were transcribed with no use of naming protocols 223 
expected by a GIS (such as including directions, names, and street types in a standard order), 224 
these names required extensive cleaning prior to their use.  Initial cleaning of street names, 225 
though partially automated (making many changes through what are called “regular expressions” 226 
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in STATA), was the most labor-intensive part of the project.  Every city presented slightly 227 

different problems, and an average city could require forty hours to do this initial cleaning even 228 

before comparing to other name lists. 229 

2.  StevenMorse.org website.  Another valuable resource is a website that provides tools mainly 230 
to genealogists (www.StevenMorse.org).  Among these tools is a listing of all streets found in 231 

every 1930 and 1940 ED in major cities.  Our experience using this source is that it has a much 232 
higher degree of accuracy and consistency in spelling and completeness of names than do the 233 
microdata from Ancestry.com.  We have been fortunate to obtain the full database that it draws 234 

upon (transcribed from original sources by well-trained volunteers).   235 

We compared the microdata and SteveMorse lists within EDs, which greatly reduced the number 236 

of possible matches that needed to be evaluated.   237 

3.  2012 GIS map.  The 2012 map includes many streets that did not exist in 1930 or 1940.  For 238 
streets that remained the same, however, it has the advantage that spelling is very uniform and 239 
the format of names has already been standardized, including a direction (such as East or South), 240 
a name, and a street type (such as Street or Avenue). Therefore the 2012 street list supported 241 

many corrections in names.  We created a master list of street names from these sources in a 242 
standard format including [direction] [street name] [type].  To this we added – where possible – 243 

the ED and tract that the street should be found in. 244 

One purpose in standardizing names was to compare which streets were listed in each source.  245 

We discovered that the 1940 map from the Census Bureau was incomplete (some streets where 246 
people were listed as residing in 1930 or 1940 were not included in SteveMorse.org or block 247 
description files). For example, the 1930 microdata included people on streets that did not exist 248 

on the 1940 map, but could be found in 2012.  It was important, therefore, to retain those streets 249 

when creating the 1940 GIS street grid.   250 

Many street names – especially from the microdata – could not be matched to a street name in 251 

another source.  This was usually because they were spelled too badly to make a good match (or 252 
they included stray characters such as “??”).  At this stage we kept these unmatched names in our 253 

master list and corrected (imputed) them (often manually) at a later point.  We also used the 254 
master list to correct street names in another kind of file: 1940 block definitions from the census 255 
bureau as discussed below.  These files list the boundary streets for 1940 blocks, and also 256 

provide the 1940 ED and tract where the block was located.  257 

Mapping blocks and EDs 258 

At this stage we are working with a 2012 GIS street grid that has been edited to match the 1940 259 

census map features, with a partially standardized list of street names (and features such as rivers 260 
and railroads), and a layer identifying 1940 census tracts.  The next step is to add 1940 block and 261 

ED layers to the map.  262 

We automatically drew physical blocks (polygons bounded by streets, rivers, or railroads) using 263 
the “features to polygon” tool in ArcGIS.  Physical blocks based on the street grid are not 264 
necessarily “census blocks” and they do not have census ED or block numbers.  We learned 265 
these from block definition documentation provided by the Census Bureau 266 
(http://www.archives.gov/research/census/1940/finding-aids.html#desc).  This documentation 267 
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lists all 1940 EDs in major cities and includes the block number and the boundary streets (or 268 

other geographic features used as boundaries) for every block in the ED.  A portion of a page of 269 

block definitions is reproduced as Figure 4. 270 

 271 

Figure 4.  Block definitions for a portion of Chicago in 1940 272 

In order to draws census blocks and EDs, we needed to convert these images into accurate digital 273 
files.  We used an OCR program (FineReader), yielding a transcription that requires further 274 

editing (shown in Figure 5).  We extracted and manually edited the lines that list the 1930 ED 275 
number (beginning with 16-) and 1940 ED number (beginning with 103-) for a set of blocks, 276 
along with a ward and tract number that those blocks are found in.  These numbers were essential 277 

for geographic identification.  We also corrected block numbers (such as ^ 4 changed to 4).   278 
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 279 

Figure 5. FineReader product of the sample image in Figure 4 280 

We created a python program to compare the street names in a given ED in the block definition 281 
file with corresponding names in the standard street list.  The set of possible matches was greatly 282 

reduced by being able to limit the search to streets in a specific ED instead of having to consider 283 
all street names in the city.  Like other standard data mining procedures, the matching program 284 
relied on calculating (for every name in one file in comparison with a potential matching names 285 

in the other file) the number of matching letters and the number of letters found in the same 286 
sequence.  Some street names were unrecognizable, but a large share could be matched and 287 

corrected. 288 

Another python code automated drawing polygons that are bounded by these listed streets with 289 
standardized names.  In the majority of cases these polygons were identical to a physical block, 290 

and in these cases we assigned the ED and block number of the polygon to this block.  In some 291 

cases more than one physical block was linked to a census block, and we merged them.      292 

Manual editing was required to confirm block numbers or (for unlabeled blocks) to discover 293 
them.  Editing was facilitated by having multiple sources of information.  Within the area of a 294 
1940 ED we knew what 1930 block numbers should be found.  We also knew which block 295 
numbers should be near one another because they were part of the same 1930 ED.  There is also 296 

a pattern in the way block numbers were originally assigned by the Census Bureau, so that 297 
usually consecutive block numbers are found adjacent to each other, following a spatial sequence 298 

(often clockwise) within an ED.  Consequently it was often a simple process of elimination to fill 299 
in a missing block number or a short series of block numbers.  However it was sometimes 300 
necessary to refer back to the original block definition page image to read the boundary streets 301 
for a given block or to check the list of populated streets in the 1930 microdata.  Finally the 302 
correct ED and block number were entered into the attribute table.  Note that once blocks were 303 

correctly labeled, they could easily be aggregated into EDs and tracts because ED and tract ID 304 

numbers were assigned from the block description file or manual editing.  305 

Adding addresses from the microdata 306 
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At this point we have constructed a historically accurate GIS street shapefile with layers for the 307 

1940 labeled blocks, EDs, and tracts.  The next step is to add information from the 100% 308 
microdata, and to place addresses on the map.  The U.S. 1940 full count census data include all 309 
individuals enumerated in the census with the person’s name, age, gender, race, marital status, 310 

highest grade completed, place of birth, occupation, and income 311 
(https://usa.ipums.org/usa/voliii/items1940.shtml). Housing characteristics include whether the 312 
home is owned or rented and home value or monthly rental cost.  Information on each person’s 313 
relationship to the head of household is the basis for describing various aspects of household 314 
composition.  Household identifiers also make it possible to determine the composition of the 315 

whole building in cases where there is more than one household at a given address.  The address 316 
is provided as a street name and a house number.  Other geographic identifiers include the state, 317 
county, city, ward, tract, and ED.  The original census also includes a block number, but the 318 
block number has not been transcribed – a serious omission given our intention to geocode 319 

addresses.     320 

There are many kinds of problems in the transcribed street addresses in the file provided by 321 
MPC. The street name may be completely missing (the field may be blank or coded as “???”), 322 
often because enumerators or transcribers omitted it or expected the user to assume that the street 323 

name previously listed would continue for subsequent households on the same page or next page.  324 
The house number is often missing.  It may also have a value that is out of range for that part of 325 

the city.  For example a Chicago address is transcribed as 3417 W Scott St in ED 2763; no other 326 
address on W Scott St in ED 2763 is larger than 400.  Sometimes the information coded in the 327 
house number or street name field refers to some other geographic feature (e.g., the name of an 328 

apartment building, hotel or boarding house) that may have an address embedded in it (e.g., 1250 329 

South Broadway Apartments). 330 

Many such errors could be corrected by checking the original census manuscript, which is 331 

readily available on-line.  However in a project dealing with millions of records, this is 332 
impractical.  Instead, based on spot checking a non-random set of apparent problems, we have 333 

developed standard cleaning procedures.  334 

1.  Extracting the street name.  The “street name” field sometimes contains extra information. 335 

For example, it may include a word like “Cont” (presumably short for “continued”). In this case, 336 
we consider the record to have the same street name as the previous record. The street name field 337 
sometimes contains house numbers. This situation happens often for apartment complexes, 338 
where the numbers in the “house number” field are actually apartment numbers and the real 339 

house number is found in the street name field. We used regular expressions in STATA to parse 340 
these variables, looking for specific words (e.g., “apartment,” “hotel”) in the street name and 341 

then re-assembling the information.     342 

2.  Carrying forward a street name.  Some addresses have valid house numbers but no street 343 
names.  Often the street name for the household on the previous line should be carried forward.  344 
We did this under two conditions.  First, we borrowed street names only from the same 345 
enumeration page. Second, the adjacent cases should not have a large skip in the house number 346 
(after experimentation we set this skip at not greater than 6.  We also took into account the 347 

distinction between odd and even house numbers, assuming that the enumerator generally stayed 348 
on the same side of the street when moving from building to building.  Each time that a street 349 
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name is carried forward this way, we update the file and move ahead to the next missing name.  350 

Sometimes the same name is carried forward several times on the same page.   351 

3.  Cleaning house numbers.  There is considerable variation in the contents of the house number 352 
field, and these need to be standardized before we turn our attention to numbers that are entirely 353 
missing. The following invalid fields were all recoded to missing values that needed to be filled 354 

in by other means.  355 

a. A continuation of the previous house number indicated by “continued”, “con”, “con’t” 356 

etc. in the text.   357 
b. A location nearby the previous house indicated by “1/2”, “basement”, “front”, “back”, 358 

“rear”, “top”, “bottom”, etc. in the text.  These are recoded to missing numbers except 359 
when there is a new house number within the text. For example, 175rear is recoded as 360 
175. We extract and store the extraneous text in a new variable and keep only house 361 

numbers. 362 

c. A different level in the same building indicated by “floor”, “[0-9] 1st”, “1F [0-9]” etc.  363 
d. An apartment indicated by “Apt” in the text. 364 

e. A miscellaneous group indicated by “[0-9][ ][a-zA-Z]”, “[a-zA-Z][-][0-9] ” etc. in the 365 
house number variable. The uniqueness of this category is that there is no other text or 366 
number except a single letter and a single number, sometimes with a space or a dash sign. 367 

This category is most likely the room in a hotel, like 9c, a5, 7-B.   368 

4.  Dealing with missing house numbers.  Missing numbers will be dealt with in a similar way to 369 

missing street names, except that in addition to carrying forward we also interpolate numbers.  370 
Some house numbers are suspicious and need to be removed from consideration in this process.  371 

For example some house numbers are far outside of the logical possible range for a particular 372 

street segment and we wish to consider them as outliers (i.e., transcription errors). To identify 373 

these outliers, we compare all house numbers of the addresses on the same street in the same ED. 374 
The distribution of these numbers tells us the reasonable range for the segment of that street. 375 

This reasonable range can be predefined by us depending on prior knowledge about the size of 376 

an ED in a particular city. These “suspicious” cases would otherwise mislead us in future steps.  377 

The logic of interpolation is to borrow house number information from neighboring households 378 

on previous and subsequent lines. We treat renter households with a missing house number as 379 
living at the same address as the preceding household, so the house number can simply be 380 
carried forward.  (For example in institutions like hotels and boarding houses, there may be 381 

many households listed, but only the first one carries a house number.)   382 

We believe this is less likely if the household is identified as a home owner, because 383 

condominium ownership was rare in this period, and we expect at most one resident owner per 384 
building.  In these cases we add a house number with the same parity (odd or even) based on 385 
interpolation (out of caution, we do this only among addresses that are listed on the same page 386 
and are on the same street).  There are a few caveats. Sometimes there is no number between the 387 
previous and next neighbor addresses that can be used. For example, the previous address has a 388 

number 132 followed by an address that has no number and then an address 134. In this 389 
situation, we must assume the missing address has the same number as the previous one even if it 390 
means two “owner” households are listed at the same address.  When there are multiple 391 

households that have no numbers, we assign a separate number for each one.  392 
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Drawing the 1930 map in order to geocode 1940 addresses  393 

The final step is to assign addresses to locations. One approach would be use a contemporary 394 
geocoding engine.  That is likely to be effective for many addresses in many cities, but with an 395 
unknown reliability.  We wish to have more certainty based on period information.  If the 1940 396 
block number had been transcribed by Ancestry.com it would have been a simple matter to place 397 

addresses on the proper street segment and side of the street to be on that block, and to array 398 
them in the correct order along the segment.  But the smallest geographic unit that we have 399 

available to place addresses in 1940 is the ED. 400 

Working at this scale has become our “fallback” geocoding procedure.  Let us define the length 401 
of a street that falls within a given ED as an “ED segment.”  It could be a single block long, or it 402 
could extend several blocks but typically not more than three blocks.  The information that we 403 
have assembled up to this point allows us to place addresses on their ED segment in the correct 404 

order.  The ambiguity in this procedure is that we don’t know which block the address is on, so 405 

its position along the street is arbitrary.  We divide addresses along a street equally among the 406 
street segments in a given ED and space them evenly within the street segment.  When a street is 407 

a boundary between two EDs, we align addresses independently on either side of the street. This 408 

means, for example, that 2147 can fall between 2120 and 2140, because it is in a different ED.   409 

For many purposes this placement is acceptable (and more useful than if data had to be 410 
aggregated to the ED level).  It is approximately accurate at the scale of the ED segment, and we 411 
will apply it when we cannot improve it.  However in most cases we can do better by taking 412 

advantage of the 1930 full-count microdata file that includes not only addresses, ED and tract 413 
numbers, but also block numbers.  If we assume that an address that lies in a given block in 1930 414 

can be found at the same location in 1940, this additional information should be able to inform 415 

our 1940 geocoding.  Our approach is to draw the 1930 block map, geocode addresses in 1930, 416 

then apply the same address ranges to 1940.  If the result does not contradict other known 417 
information (e.g,, such as being placed in the wrong ED) we accept it as correct.  We have no 418 

additional way to confirm it.    419 

Although we could not locate an original census block map for 1930, we could exploit the 420 

progress that we had already made in mapping the historical street grid and ED layer for 1940 to 421 

create a 1930 block map.  The procedure involves several steps and additional manual editing.  It 422 
was facilitated by another datum from the 1940 block definitions: next to every 1940 ED number 423 
was a list of 1930 EDs that were wholly or partly within it (this crosswalk was collated by 424 
SteveMorse.org and made available for our use).  This provided a means of locating the 425 

approximate location of 1930 EDs.   426 

1.  1930 block map: first draft and editing process 427 

In 1930 Chicago contained more than 15,000 populated blocks.   However if we could locate a 428 
single address on a block in 1930 (if we knew its location and which side of the street it was on) 429 
we could assign a block number to that location.  The 1930 microdata file includes at least one 430 
address in 12,000 blocks, so most blocks in Chicago could be labeled this way.  But how could 431 

we place these blocks on the map? 432 
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For the purpose of making a first draft of the 1930 block map we relied on contemporary 2012 433 

address geocoding in the following way.  We treated every street segment in 1930 and 2012 as 434 
two cases, an odd numbered and even numbered segment.  We also knew in 2012 which side of 435 
the street was odd or even.  If there were a street segment in 2012 whose address range coincided 436 

with the address range on that same street and on a single block in 1930, there was a good chance 437 

that these were actually the same block. 438 

A question is how much the 1930 and 2012 address ranges should overlap in order to consider 439 
them the same.  After some experimentation we decided that if the lowest house number and the 440 
highest house number on the street segment in 1930 were within 30 of the lowest and highest 441 
numbers in 2012, or if the range of addresses in either year could fit within the range in the other 442 

year, it would be a likely match.  Of the 15,522 census blocks in Chicago in 1930, more than 443 
13,000 blocks included at least one “matching” street segment by this criterion.  If there were a 444 

match, then we knew the coordinates of the 1930 street segment.  We also knew whether the 445 

addresses were on the odd or even side of the street, and based on that we could assign them to a 446 
specific 1930 block.  That 1930 block number could then be added to the corresponding 1940 447 
census block polygon. A majority of blocks were given a tentative 1930 block number in this 448 

way.  449 

The result of this procedure for a portion of Chicago is illustrated in Figure 6 (upper panel).  The 450 
figure shows several blocks with no label.  In some cases two or more blocks are assigned the 451 
same block number.  And in some cases more than one number has been assigned to a block.  452 
Clearly this map needs further attention.  However the map also displays a pattern that suggests 453 

that many blocks are correctly labeled: there is only one block with a given block number, and 454 
there is an apparent logical pattern of block numbering.  Upon further inspection we noticed that 455 

every Chicago ward had its own series of block numbers (from 1 to as high as 700+).  Successive 456 

block numbers were usually adjacent to one another.  ED numbers showed much less pattern in 457 

numbering, but typically each ED contained a set of consecutive block numbers.  458 

 459 
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 460 

Figure 6. The physical blocks identified as polygons with automated census block labeling (upper panel) and 461 
the final corrected map for 1930 462 

The editing process in reflected in the lower panel of Figure 6. This illustration merits close 463 
examination.  Note first that different shades (and thick boundary lines) have been drawn on each 464 

panel to identify the boundaries of 1940 EDs.  The 1940 block descriptions list which 1930 EDs 465 
(or parts of EDs) are within each 1940 ED.  Therefore, for example, we know from the start that 466 

all the blocks in 1930 ED 1605 would be found in one of three 1940 EDs in the eastern section of 467 
this neighborhood and above N. Clybourne Avenue.  One of these blocks (1605-14) was 468 
tentatively located north of W. Blackhawk Street and west of N. Mohawk, and we confirmed this 469 

location by discovering in the 1930 microdata that people on this block were listed as living on 470 

Blackhawk, Mohawk, North, and Larrabee – evidently the boundary streets of this block.  In the 471 
course of checking block by block, we also found errors on the map.  For example note that W. 472 
Scott Street in the southwest corner turned out to be Vedder Street.  We deduced this because 473 

block 1609-73 had no residents on Scott but many on Vedder (and Vedder had to be the southern 474 
boundary street for the block be7cause other boundary streets were properly named.  Finally, we 475 
note missing street names in the initial map in the area below Scott/Vedder.  Several north-south 476 

one-block street segments were on the Census Bureau’s 1940 street map but without names.  We 477 
followed an interactive process linking 1930 ED numbers and possible boundary streets for those 478 
EDs based on the 1930 microdata, correcting one name, adding others, and correcting the two 479 

tentative block labels on the initial map.   480 

2.  Geocoding the 1930 and 1940 addresses.  Based on a nearly complete 1930 ED-block map 481 

and knowing from the microdata which addresses were found in which block, it is 482 
straightforward to place 1930 addresses in the proper order along a street segment on a single 483 
block.  In cases where a single block number is unclear the geocoding can often be done by 484 
elimination – if there are four blocks along a street in the 1930 ED and three of them have 485 
identified block numbers, then any residual addresses are logically on the fourth block.  If there 486 

is greater uncertainty, the division of residual addresses into blocks in that ED will have to be 487 

arbitrary.   488 
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Figure 7 illustrates the difference between the original geocoding of 1940 addresses (numbered 489 

points with markers on the streets) and the geocoding of 1930 addresses that takes advantage of 490 
1930 block information (numbered points with markers offset from the streets).  Note that the 491 
original address range for North Larrabee Street between Blackhawk and Holden was 1445-492 

1481.  In the revision, the range is 1500-1538.  All of the 1400s have been moved to the block 493 

south of Blackhawk (which is in the same 1940 ED but a different 1930 ED).   494 

 495 

Figure 7. Area of Chicago showing original 1940 geocoded addresses and revised based on 1930 address 496 
ranges 497 

We then use the 1930 address range to inform geocoding in 1940.  As noted above, we assume 498 

that a given address range (again, dealing separately with odd and even numbers) on a given 499 
street will lie along the same physical block in 1940 as it did in 1930.  The main ambiguity here 500 
comes about when there are 1940 addresses on that street that fall outside those address ranges.  501 

For example, suppose numbers 320-350 East Fifth Street are on one block in 1930, and 402-486 502 
East Fifth Street are on another.  Where would we place 380 East Fifth Street in 1940?  We do 503 
not know for sure and any decision may introduce error.  We hesitate to rely on placement in 504 

2012, especially because in some cases the same street is not found in 2012 but also because we 505 

are uncertain whether there has been a change in the numbering scheme.  Our approach is first to 506 
place 380 on the same block as the closest geocoded address, in this example on the 402-486 507 
block.  But since the skip between blocks in this case includes a number evenly divisible by 100, 508 
we assume that the actual theoretical range of the 320-350 block is 300-398, and we place 380 on 509 

that block.     510 
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Conclusion 511 

Creating a historical GIS infrastructure of U.S. cities will generate many new opportunities for 512 

historical analysis.  The initial shape files with geocoded census data offer an extremely flexible 513 

basis for spatial analysis.  It is vastly different from the data on city wards that was for so long 514 

the principal source for cross-city and over time research.  This also opens up new questions, 515 

especially what is the spatial scale at which analyses should be conducted? Our assumption has 516 

been that neighborhoods were an essential building block of social life in the period of urban 517 

transition that we are studying.  But what is a neighborhood, and how do we place boundaries on 518 

it?  Freed from what many researchers have described as the forced choice of treating census 519 

tracts as neighborhoods, what is the alternative? That is a problem that we have begun to focus 520 

on [20, 21], a task that relies on the sort of geocoded 100% data that we are developing in this 521 

project.   522 

Another opportunity is to add information from other sources to these base maps.  For this 523 

purpose the accurate historical street grid and address ranges are crucial, because any event or 524 

institution or photograph with a known address (or at least an approximate location) can easily 525 

be added to the GIS.  While many questions can be directly answered with population data, for 526 

many other questions the population distribution is only a backdrop.  A strength of GIS is its 527 

expandability. 528 

This chapter has provided much more detail about how to construct a GIS than on how it can be 529 

used.  Interested readers can consult the studies referenced here and other studies for that 530 

purpose.  Our primary goal here is to lay out the methodology of a specific HGIS project, partly 531 

to document it but equally to reveal the complexity of the mapping process.  Contemporary GIS 532 

research counts on shape files of all kinds that are often pre-prepared and validated.  Historical 533 

studies regularly need to create the spatial data.  In this case the innovation lies in how disparate 534 

sorts of information could be pieced together.  This project nevertheless has much in common 535 

with others: the need for an accurately projected base map, the importance of consistent place 536 

names and ways to estimate their locations, a tolerance for simplifying assumptions combined 537 

with a constant concern for accuracy and replicability.  In these respects every HGIS project 538 

builds on the experience of previous ones and helps pave the way for the next.     539 
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